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Find your new home
in South Edmonton.
Nestled in the natural habitat surrounding Whitemud Creek, these
two communities in the Chappelle neighbourhood feature vast
wetlands, park spaces and an extensive trail system. You can enjoy
the outdoors, all while being minutes away from a new K-9 school
and other major amenities.

a quiet calm | an urban escape | a convenient choice
Create the perfect home for your family at Creekwood. Easy access to
major arteries and amenities, large parks and natural areas to experience
— these are all the perks you can enjoy in your new home.

Make your choice at lifeincreekwood.com

an array of options | create the lifestyle of your dreams
Whether it’s the natural wetlands or access to amenities that draws you
to Creekwood Collections, you’ll find more than just that here. Find your
forever home or start the next stage of your life, and make it distinctly you.

Learn more at livethecollections.com
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Contributors
PETER CHAPMAN
Peter Chapman is an Edmonton-based writer, broadcaster and bicycle commuter who
enjoys being outside with his family. Originally from the UK, he delights in exploring his
new home. He’s shared his passions through articles published in Avenue Magazine and
the Edmonton Journal, broadcasts on Thursday mornings on 88.5 FM CJSR radio and
blogs at anotherdiamondday.com.

LISA CATTERALL

@lisacatts

Lisa Catterall is an Edmonton-based freelance writer and editor. Over the past
decade, her writing has appeared in magazines like Avenue Edmonton, WHERE
and The Tomato. When she’s not feverishly clacking away at a keyboard, she can
be found enjoying many of our city’s culinary gems.

CURTIS COMEAU

@curtiscomeauphoto

Curtis Comeau is an advertising and editorial photographer in Edmonton, Alberta.
His home and lifestyle work has appeared in magazines like Western Living, Avenue
Magazine and advertising campaigns for Kanvi Homes and Landmark Homes. Curtis
has also been a judge for the Canadian Home Builders Association SAM awards.

ELIZA BARLOW

@gmligrl

Eliza Barlow is a freelance journalist based in Edmonton. She graduated with a
Bachelor of Journalism degree from the University of King’s College in Halifax and
has 16 years of experience covering crime, court, politics and community issues for
metro daily newspapers, magazines and industry publications across Canada.
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Area Amenities & Map
Public Transportation

3

South Edmonton Common

Century Park LRT

4

Save-On-Foods

1

St. Thomas More Catholic Church

5

Sobeys

2

St. Margaret’s Anglican Church

3

Victory Christian Centre

4

Ellerslie Road Baptist Church

Sport & Entertainment Facilities

Schools (Public)

William Lutsky YMCA
1

River Ridge Golf Course

2

Windermere Golf Course (private)

3

Jagare Ridge Golf Course
Cineplex Odeon

Harry Ainlay (Grades 10–12)

2

Ellerslie Campus (Grades K–9)

3

Donald R. Getty (Grades K–9)

Schools (Catholic)

Shopping & Dining

1

1

Currents of Windermere

2

2

Southgate
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1

Churches

City Facilities
Whitemud Crossing Library
Ambleside ECO Recycling Station
H Grey Nuns Hospital

Louis St. Laurent (Grades 7–12)

1

Police (Fairway Community Station)

Mon. Fee Otterson (Grades K–8)

2

Southwest Edmonton Police Station

1

Fire Station #20

2

Fire Station #28

CONSTRUCTION
MULTIPLE ACCESS POINTS!

Enter the Creekwood and Creekwood Collections
communities from:
• 41 Avenue SW via Chappelle Way, Chappelle Road,
Chappelle Vista and Heritage Valley Trail
• 141 Street via Chappelle Drive and Heritage Valley Trail

Heritage Vall
ey Trail

41 Avenue

NEW ROAD OPEN

Heritage Valley Trail from 41 Avenue
to 141 Street is now open.

SCHOOL IS IN

Donald R. Getty School
is now open!

MORE WALKING PATHS
Additional walking trails were
completed south of Chappelle Way
in the utility corridor.

OPEN

OPEN

SHOWHOMES NOW OPEN
CREEKWOOD

Showhomes by Kirkland Homes, Klair Homes,
Prominent Homes, Alquinn Homes and Averton.

Prominent Homes

7407 Creighton Place SW

Alquinn Homes

7409 Creighton Place SW

Klair Homes

7405 Creighton Place SW

Kirkland Homes

7411 Creighton Place SW

Averton

557 Chappelle Drive

CREEKWOOD

CREEKWOOD COLLECTIONS

Happy Planet Homes

New showhomes now open!

City Homes

8237 Chappelle Way

SHOWHOMES
OPENING
SOON

coming soon.

Klair Homes

7014 Chivers Loop SW

Kirkland Homes

7016 Chivers Loop SW

Mill Street

7018 Chivers Loop SW

The Brooks
by Klair Homes
coming soon.

Triumph

7012 Chivers Loop SW

Estates of West Heritage Valley

Hillview

4691 Chegwin Wynd SW

Ace Lange

4689 Chegwin Wynd SW

OPEN
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Claret

Black Forest
Green

Venezuelan
Sea

Put A Little Spring

In Your Step!
Brighten up your front entrance
with a few easy additions

I

may not even need to say this but this
year seems to have been the longest wait
for spring showers that I can remember!
Looking out the front window, waiting
for a few wisps of green grass or a tulip to
poke up and then, being hit with more of the
white stuff! But, we know in our hearts that
spring will be here – and those few extra
hours of warming sunshine are proof of that.
We are all yearning for that morning
coffee on the patio and burgers on the
barbecue, and while we may not be ready
to pull out the deck furniture just yet,
we can still put a little spring into our
(front) step! With a few small changes
10 CreekLife | spring 2018

to your front entryway,
you can create a bright,
welcoming area for you and
your neighbours alike!
Start with removing
all signs of the holidays and
the seasons passed. Toss the
evergreen wreath and any
seasonal greens you may
have had in your planters,
get out that broom and give
your porch a good spring
cleaning! Wash any windows
and doors (that are in view)
and, if it is available to

By Rosalyn Lazaruk

you, give your front door
a fresh coat of paint. My
favourite colours this season
are Black Forest Green,
Venezuelan Sea and Claret,
all by Benjamin Moore.
Second, go with
greenery. Since we may
still get some touches of
frost, it could be too early
to bring out any live plants
or blooms. However, you
can still add some “fresh”
greens to your door and
planters by using artificial

Toss the
evergreen
wreath and
any seasonal
greens you
may have
had in your
planters

These stalks look lively
and fresh with their linear
look and are amazing on
their own. They also make
a fabulous filler once
fresh blooms are added
throughout the summer.

greenery. In truth, I had sworn off artificial
greenery for many years … but it really
has come a long way. Well-selected artificial greenery will brighten up the space
until it is time to plant those flowers.
If your front step gets the afternoon
sun, a chair is a must so you can steal a
minute or two of warmth and fresh air.
A wicker or bamboo chair is a great choice
and adds character and personality to the
space. Think of shopping second-hand
and using something that wasn’t originally
intended for an outdoor space. Brands
like Scotchgard™ have outdoor sprays
that protect materials from the elements,
giving indoor pieces longevity outside!
And no front entry would be
complete without a fresh new door
mat. Replace the mat that has seen the
boots, sand and snow to say goodbye
to winter and hello to spring!

This wreath was made
by local botanical
designer Lauren
Whitaker of Bent Art
& Design. Designed
to look vibrant day
in and day out, this
wreath can also hold
fresh blooms like
tulips to add a splash
of colour and life.
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Nostalgia

“...pleasure and fondness that is caused by remembering something from
the past and wishing that you could experience it again.”

A home is a storyboard for our family’s lives. Mill Street’s homes are thoughtfully designed and built.
A safe, comfortable place for a family to build memories.
The home you will remember when nostalgia touches you.
Mill Street builds beautiful custom homes in all price ranges and sizes.

We are here to help you build your family’s story.

(780) 566 0653
millstreethomes.ca

Your dream home awaits

Customize one of our existing floor plans
or start with the vision you have for your home.

hillviewmasterbuilder.com
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Creating Community

CONNECTIONS
The community of Creekwood Chappelle will soon
be greeting new neighbours with a rich history.
By David Ryning

A rendering of the
newest addition
to Creekwood
Chappelle.

T

he Beulah Alliance Church is
breaking ground this spring on
a new one-storey 28,700 squarefoot facility, building a new home for
its Whitemud Creek congregation.

Construction of the first phase, located at 5055
Chappelle Road, is expected to be complete by
summer 2019, meaning the new church will be ready
to welcome up to 400 people into its auditorium
for services in early fall. Phase 2 of construction
hasn’t been scheduled yet; when it happens, it will
expand the building to 40,000 square feet.
Aerial view of the West Campus mid-construction in 1989
LifeinCreekwood.com 13

Pastor Albert Runge at the ground breaking event of West Campus 1988

Dedication service of West Campus October 1990

While Beulah Alliance’s building will
be new, the church itself has been part of
the city’s social fabric for over a century.
It established a mission in Edmonton in
1907 and has maintained a presence here
ever since. And although the Edmonton
roots of the Beulah Alliance Church run
deep, lead Pastor Keith Taylor’s Edmonton
credentials are even more impressive. Taylor,
who has been pastor at Beulah since 1991
and describes himself on Beulah’s website
as an extrovert, music lover and motorbike
enthusiast, has a unique family connection
to the city — his grandfather’s uncle was
Matthew McCauley, Edmonton’s first mayor.
The church has a long history of
reaching out to people in need, something
that Pastor Neil Truong says will continue
in the Creekwood Chappelle location
through its varied programming.
“Although not every member of the
community may belong to the church
or believe in a faith, I think the onus
is on the church to be able to love and
serve its people,” Truong says. “Jesus
asks us to love your neighbour. I believe
that the local church needs to exude
that through serving its community.”
Many of the programs in the
church are faith-based, of course. They
include programs built around Bible study,
prayer groups and faith-based activities for
children. But Beulah also makes a significant
effort to help in more earthly ways. It offers

he says. “My family couldn’t afford to send
me to music lessons or soccer or swimming
or baseball. Nothing. There was nothing to
teach you what community was about, what
relationships were about, or how to give
back. We just want to be able to give people
tools — moms and dads and kids — to be
able to live well as a family and thrive.”
Lyle Johnson, who works in operations
handling special projects for all of Beulah’s
campuses, says the new church will have
programs aimed at adults and families,
among them pre-school, after-school
care and a “mom’s day out” program.
The auditorium has been designed to be
a multi-use space so that during the week
it can be used for things like banquets,
sports activities and meetings.
“We designed the building so that
community-based needs can be accommodated,” Johnson says. “We’re working
within the architectural guidelines of the
neighbourhood to provide an attractive
building that will fit within the neighbourhood and be an asset to the area.”
A special part of Beulah Alliance’s
mission is to embrace diversity and
support newcomers to Canada.
“The cultures of the world are really
coming to Edmonton and Canada,” Truong
says. “Why not help create a sense of family,
a ‘home away from home,’ a sense of
belonging, a sense of community? They want
to do something to give back, they want to

14 CreekLife | spring 2018

assistance with tax returns, vehicle oil
changes for low-income people and language
lessons for newcomers. It is providing a
helping hand where one is needed most.
“It may not be spiritual, but oh
boy, is it important,” Truong says.
“We understand that if they can’t afford
maintenance on their car, that car that
is supposed to be helping with their
life may actually be tanking that single
mom. We just want to be able to give
people resources to be able to help.”
Truong knows the value of
community resources personally.
In conversation, he is outgoing,
friendly and quick to laugh, and he
projects youthful energy and enthusiasm.
Even during the lead-up to Easter —
a hectic time for any pastor — he is, in
his own words, “pretty chill.” However,
that hasn’t always been the case. He says
there was a time in his youth when he
was troubled and the experience left him
with a deeper understanding of how
vulnerable people can be left behind.
“I just got into a bunch of trouble
hanging out with the wrong people
and dabbling in things I shouldn’t have
been,” Truong says. He believes that,
with the right resources, he could
have avoided those troubles.
“I mean there’s no guarantee, but
I think I would have had a much better
chance of not going down that road,”

Way Back When...

John Woodward (first pastor of Beulah) 1921

Missionarie
s to the co
used horses
m
for travel in munities
1921

be contributors to society, but I think
a lot of people actually don’t know how.”
Brad Kennedy, the project architect,
said Beulah’s focus on community
informed the design of the new building.
“They [Beulah] are not solely focused,
as most organizations would be, on just the
best use of mortar and bricks,” Kennedy
says. “They are saying, ‘How do we make
sure that this project is attractive to those

r 1924

The Gospel Ca

“Although not every member of the community may
belong to the church or believe in a faith, I think the onus
is on the church to be able to love and serve its people.”
- Pastor Neil Truong
in the community who want to come and
participate with us? How do we make
sure it has a welcoming and contiguous
flow with what we’re trying to represent?’
So, a lot of our design focuses on how the
community perceives the building: the site,
the access, where the sun hits it, safety, any
dark shadows, all those kinds of things.”
Truong believes it is Beulah Alliance’s
mission to make a positive impact
within the community in real, practical
ways. He sums it up with a hypothetical
example of homelessness and the
opportunity to turn faith into action.
“Quit praying for the guy,” Truong says.
“Give him your jacket — he’s freezing.”

Sunday school

bus ministry 19

70s

s ministry 1970s

Sunday school bu
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Klair Custom Homes builds stunning, high-quality
homes with the utmost value that buyers love in the
beautiful community of Creekwood Chappelle.
From start to finish, Klair Custom Homes
delivers quality to its buyers. Whether it’s the
unique and functional house plans, top-quality
craftsmanship or customer relationships, a Klair
home will exceed expectations.
Visit us at:
7405 Creighton Place or 7014 Chivers Loop

P: 780-265-4300

salesedm@klaircustomhomes.ca

CUSTOM HOMES (EDMONTON) LTD.

MASTER BUILDER
www.Klairhomes.ca
Klair Custom Homes Edmonton LTD
klairhomesedm

Build roots in
Ambleside with
Averton Homes
Ample green space and natural
aesthetics combined with
nearby amenities and easy
access to Anthony Henday
Drive makes Ambleside ideal
for homebuyers who want
the best of both worlds.

averton.ca
E: ambleside@averton.ca
P: 780.638.0174
Showhome:

1904 Ainslie Link
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A spring salad so good,
you’ll be shocked to
know it’s healthy.

Spring into

Healthier Eating
Eat healthier – and enjoy it!
– with your significant other at home

Maple
Syrup

Olive Oil

Lemon
Juice

Balsamic
Vinegar

A

s a couple, we’ve never made
joint New Year’s resolutions –
until this year. It made sense
to make a resolution together
this time because it would involve food
and, with the exception of work lunches,
we cook together and eat together.
For 2018, we resolved to eat more
vegetables and less nachos, drink more
water and less wine, and only eat potato
chips on long weekends. The last one has
been a bit of a stickler because we seem to
gaze longingly at the calendar every weekend and wonder if there’s a way to rationalize that it’s a long weekend somewhere.
Other than that, it’s going OK. We’ve
opted for sparkling water instead of still
water when replacing wine. It seems if you
put it in a pretty glass, it more closely
resembles wine.
The vegetable thing is alright. We’ve
discovered kale and have been buying it
fresh, chopping it up and having it be the
major ingredient in a morning omelet. It’s
pretty good and we both feel quite righteous
about it. After all, isn’t there a movie star
somewhere calling kale the new superfood?
18 CreekLife | spring 2018

To celebrate our achievement of
keeping our resolutions, we decided to
incorporate kale into a healthy, delicious
salad for our at-home date night.
We started with a kale and beet salad –
it took less time than barbecuing a hamburger or steak, and was super filling and
delicious! We discovered that although beets
really make the salad, we are both too lazy
to cook and peel our own. And aside from
our laziness, one of us inevitably gets beet
juice on the wall or a favourite shirt, so we
buy the pre-cooked organic beets by Love
Beets. You can find them at Costco – they
are really good and as long as you are careful
opening the package, you can avoid getting
beet juice on something you care about.
The best part about Love Beets is that
they come roasted and peeled so all you
have to do is slice them into bite-sized
wedges. For added crunch (and protein!),
you can add nuts – this time, we added
home-made candied pecans. You can make
your own by toasting ½ cup of pecans in
a small skillet over medium heat for 4-5
minutes until fragrant. Add ¼ cup of maple
syrup to the pecans and bring it to a boil,

To celebrate our
achievement
of keeping our
resolutions,
we decided to
incorporate kale
into a healthy,
delicious salad
for our at-home
date night.

then sprinkle evenly with a dash of cayenne
– the spice nicely balances the sweetness
of the syrup. Once most of the liquid
evaporates, place the pecans on a sheet of
wax or parchment paper to let them cool.
Next, we cleaned and prepared the
kale by removing the tough stalks, cutting
the leaves into smaller pieces, sprinkling
with a generous pinch of salt and massaging
the kale for about 2-3 minutes until the
leaves started to relax and lose their bitter
flavour. This trick really makes a difference
to the texture of the kale. Then, add the
beets, crumbled feta and candied pecans.
We even made our own salad dressing
this time (but a good quality prepared
dressing works well, too). We did find

that this is a salad best prepared fresh
(although you can keep each ingredient
in its own separate container in the fridge
for another date night!) and each serving
takes about 1 tablespoon of dressing.
Yes, we poured sparkling water in
stemware, added a bit of fresh lime, lit a candle
and enjoyed the salad. It was marvelous.
Now comes the confession. A couple of hours after our meal, we looked
at one another and wondered if it was
a long weekend. No, it wasn’t. But we
did discover that you can order Marble
Slab ice cream online through Skip the
Dishes and get it delivered as long as
you order before 9:00 p.m. What a great
way to end our date-night meal.

Maple Balsamic
Dressing

adapted from Tori Avey of
Tori’s Kitchen | toriavey.com

1 tbsp maple syrup
2 tbsp balsamic vinegar
1 tbsp lemon juice (freshly squeezed)
¼ cup extra virgin olive oil
salt and pepper to taste

Vanilla and Black Cherry ice cream
with Oreo® cookie mixins.

I

f you really want to take control of
your diet, you can grow your own
greens and other vegetables using
the advanced aeroponic technology
of a Tower Garden. Water, nutrients
and a growing medium that doesn’t
include soil is all you need for a steady
diet of fresh, delectable produce in less
than three square feet of your home.
Amanda Horcica is an Edmonton
distributor of the Tower Garden.
“These indoor gardens are the most
efficient gardens on the planet!” she
says. “They were designed in part with
NASA at the EPCOT Center in Orlando
to grow food in outer space. The tower
could grow your greens for a date-night
salad and flowers for the table.”

Find out more:
www.ahorcica.towergarden.ca
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BICYCLE
ADDITION
Community bike trails add up to safe school,
work and family connections

By Peter Chapman
Photography Adam Goudreau

KOLTON TIRRELL’S favourite subject

at school is math; he’s good with numbers.
“When I ride my bike, it takes nine minutes,”
the nine-year-old says succinctly about his
daily commute to Donald R. Getty school.
It’s a giant difference from the hour-long
bus journey he endured, morning and night,
before his family moved to Creekwood.
After some practice rides during the summer
holidays, he was ready to roll when the school
opened in September, and he hasn’t stopped
riding his shiny blue mountain bike since.
The curved trails that Tirrell gets to ride
on are wide and the grass on either side makes
them ideal for new riders to learn to cycle.
A run bike — one without pedals — is the
perfect first bike, or you can use Tirrell’s trick
and simply remove the pedals from a regular
bike. Once he’d mastered balance, his pedals
were screwed back on, and with the incentive
of hunting Pokémon through Pokémon Go,
his adventures with cycling began.
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KENDT FREDBORG

, the bike division
manager for United Cycle, and his family
of four, also love to explore Creekwood
and Chappelle on two wheels. “My son,
being six this year, has his own bike,”
says Fredborg about Mattias who rides
a child’s bike with 16-inch wheels. Their
younger son Markus, who’s nearly four,
sits behind his mom, Amanda, in a Thule
RideAlong. With a picnic packed, they set
off to explore the myriad of playgrounds
and parks in the community. “We stop
at every playground and play for a little
bit,” says Fredborg, before they continue
past the plentiful storm water features
that decorate the neighbourhood.
Fredborg doesn’t just ride with his
family though; on occasion he relishes the
bicycle commute home from United Cycle’s
Strathcona location. “It’s a great time to
download your brain,” he says. “Whatever
happened at work, you can push that aside
by the time you get home, and then just
be ready to be engaged with the family.”
To shorten commuting times, as well as
for many other reasons around family,
fitness and the environment, people are
increasingly turning to pedal assist e-bikes.

Sales last year exceeded United Cycle’s
expectations and this year, they’re prepared
to be surprised again. Fredborg and his
wife have even added one to their bike fleet.
With different assist modes selected from a
handlebar mounted control, you can choose
more motorized help when faced with an
unrelenting hill, and then dial it down when
tailwinds blow or downhills approach. But
don’t think you can just sit there without
pedaling, Fredborg says. “Even on the
highest setting, you’re still moving your legs
and doing cardio. Your legs are still going.”
Along with the great family rides
and calm commutes, Fredborg, who
moved into the area after having lived in
Sherwood Park, reflects on how his family
feels connected to their quiet neighbourhood, and the flourishing new shops they
support in the area. “I personally feel
like I’m affecting the community here.”
Tirrell, meanwhile, is just glad to be
home well before the school bus would
have dropped him off. It means he gets a
lot more time to play. And while the games
no longer feature Pokémon, his friend and
playmate lives just a short, safe bike ride
away on the other side of Chappelle.

TAKE A RIDE THROUGH THE COMMUNITY
N

“

It’s a great time
to download your
brain. Whatever
happened at work,
you can push that
aside by the time
you get home, and
then just be ready
to be engaged with
the family.”
-Kendt Fredborg

Bike Path

Green Space

Homes

DONALD R.
GETTY
SCHOOL

CHA

PPE

LLE

WAY

PARK

41 AVENUE SW
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CHAPPELLE VISTA

CHAPPELLE WAY

CHAPPELLE ROAD

PARK

TOP PICKS

United Cycle’s Kendt Fredborg advises customers to, “Buy with your head, not with your heart.”
And asks, “Where do you want to ride?” Here are some of his recommendations:

RUN BIKE: NORCO NINJA 10

Designed to teach balance without requiring the strength
needed to pedal, this aluminum-framed run bike, featuring a low standover height thanks to its toddler-sized
10-inch wheels, is perfect for aspiring riders as young
as 16 months. It’s never too late to learn to ride a bike,
so larger sizes are available for children of all ages.

PARK

E-BIKE: TREK VERVE+

CHAPPELLE DRIVE

The Verve is Trek’s upright hybrid bike — perfect for
commutes that hit a little bit of trail and road. The
Verve+ adds an electric pedal assist motor to help you
up that hill on 141 Street, and to get to work on time.

ADVENTURE BIKE: NORCO SEARCH A TIAGRA

HERITAGE VALLEY T
RA
IL

With a vibration dampening design, this ride is great for a
day out on Alberta’s rural roads, be they paved or gravel.
“It’s a road bike with a little bit of steroids,” says Fredborg.

MID-FAT BIKE: TREK ROSCOE 8

“The mid-fat I think is going to be the next boom of bikes,”
says Fredborg. With wide tires that aren’t quite “fat” and
a hard-tail frame, this bike will comfortably and speedily
ride through all of Edmonton’s terrain in every season.
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Gorgeous kitchens
to match your style
are our STANDARD
7411 Creighton Place SW
587.520.3063
kirklandhomes.ca
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For many new homeowners, deciding
how to shape an outdoor space can feel
overwhelming at first. Luckily, landscaping
doesn’t have to be complicated. CreekLife
spoke to Perry Stothart, owner of Classic
Landscapes, and Cinda Thorne, general
manager of Ellerslie Gift and Garden, to
unearth some tips and tricks to help you
get started this planting season.

Landscaping can add personality,
beauty and solitude to your new home
By Lisa Catterall

A

new home is much like a blank canvas, ready to be brought
to life through creativity, hard work and enthusiasm.
Before moving into a new build, most buyers will have
carefully considered every detail of their new space, from doors
to floors to cabinets and tiles. But there is one other element that
helps make any new house feel like home — the landscaping.

Know Before You Grow
The first step, Stothart recommends, is
to review the landscaping guidelines
for your community. Understanding
these early on will allow you to make
choices that meet the requirements from
the start and help you to avoid making
mistakes that will need to be fixed later.
“Much like there may be requirements
about the architecture of your house or
your fences, these guidelines will specify
certain sizes of trees or shrubs for your
yard, or where you might be able to plant
them,” says Stothart. “You’ll still have a
choice in what to do with your yard, but
you’ll want to make sure you understand
these guidelines so that your choices
meet the community requirements.”
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When
planning
your yard,
carefully
consider
your future
goals for
the space.
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Once you’ve familiarized yourself
with the guidelines, you’re one step closer
to creating that perfect backyard getaway.
But before you grab your work gloves and
shovel, it’s important to ensure your home
has received final grade approval. Before
you can start landscaping, a surveyor must
confirm that the final grading on your lot
complies with the city’s requirements.

Plan Ahead
When you’re ready to move forward with
your yard, consider starting out by having
a landscape design created. Professional
landscape designers can create a plan
that incorporates both current and future
uses of your yard, giving you a roadmap
to follow as you complete the work —
whether that’s over the next summer, or
the next decade. Properly planning can
help you to create a yard you love while
also saving you time, money and effort.
“Because it has the elements laid out
where you want them, you can decide what
to do now and what to do later. And if you

let this plan guide your work, you won’t
be stepping on your own toes, ripping out
what you’ve done and redoing things again
later,” says Stothart. “Whether you’re going
to roll up your sleeves and do everything
this summer or wait and do it over a few
years, at least you’ll know that where you’re
putting things has been recommended
by experts who know where they’ll fit.”
When planning your yard, carefully consider your future goals for the
space. Are you looking for taller plants
to provide privacy and solitude? Do you
want a fruit-producing tree? Or are you
hoping for low-maintenance, colourful
additions to your front walkway?
“Our staff can definitely help you
narrow down options, but it helps if you’ve
done some research and have an idea of
what you want to begin with,” says Thorne.

Divide and Conquer
Once you’ve answered these questions, you
can start to outline when to do the work
and who should do it. Landscaping can be
done in stages, and homeowners are always
able to decide how much — or how little
— of the physical labour they’d like to do

themselves. “You can achieve a lot on your
own, so it’s really a personal choice,” says
Stothart. “You might look at your landscape
design and say, ‘this is out of my reach, but
after they plant those trees with a bobcat,
I can plant the smaller shrubs on my own.’”
There are some features, however, that
may best be left to the professionals. For
instance, fences and retaining walls must be
installed correctly to avoid structural problems, while physically demanding work may
be better done with mechanical assistance.
“I would personally not do things like spreading topsoil myself. It’s far more cost effective
to have a bobcat do it,” notes Stothart.

Natural Selection
Once you’ve created a vision for your
ideal yard, it’s time for a visit to the
greenhouse. If you find a tree, shrub or
bedding plant you’re interested in, ask
staff if it might work for your yard.
“I often recommend people take
photos of trees or plants they see while
out and about,” says Thorne. “If someone
comes in with a photo of something they
like, we’ll usually be able to identify it and
discuss if it’s a good choice for their yard.”
When speaking with garden centre
staff, be sure to mention the features of
your lot — such as sun exposure, drainage and size — as these will affect the
available options. “The size of your yard
is extremely important — you have to
think about what size they will be when
they reach maturity, not just what they
look like right now,” says Stothart.
Garden centre or nursery staff will
be able to inform you about how to not
only select the right tree for your project,
but how to plant and care for it as well.
When you’ve made your choices
and are ready to start digging, the final
step before you plant should be to locate
any buried utility lines on your property, as these will dictate where deeper
excavation can occur. Alberta One-Call
requires a minimum of two working days’
notice to visit your yard and mark these
lines, but this step is crucial to ensuring
utility service in your neighbourhood
can continue uninterrupted, while also
preventing potentially serious injuries.
No matter how you decide to customize
your outdoor living space, remember to
take your time, do your research and ask
for guidance from experts along the way.
“Whether this is your first time
landscaping, or your fifth, we’re here
and ready to help walk you through
the process,” says Thorne.

Budding
Aspirations
Natural Resources Canada defines
Edmonton’s plant hardiness as Zone
4A, meaning that plants do well here if
they can survive winter temperatures
of -34°C. While Edmonton’s climate
may make it impossible to grow
certain varieties of flowering trees,
those designated from Zones 0 to 4A
do well in northern environments.
The Starlite Crabapple, a Zone 2
tree, is popular among local homeowners
looking to add some springtime beauty to
their yards. Each year, this tree blossoms
with stunning clusters of fragrant white
flowers along its branches, which turn into
an abundance of vibrant red fruit in fall.
For some, the excessive amount of
fruit produced by flowering trees outweighs
the benefits of their springtime looks.
Luckily, there are also varieties available
for homeowners who want the beauty
of spring petals without the mess.
Contrary to its name, the Spring Snow
Crabapple is a fruitless variety, producing
fragrant white flowers along its branches in
mid-spring. As a Zone 3 tree, it is a hardy
choice for Edmonton winters, but needs
well-drained soil and full sun to thrive.
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MEET THE NEIGHBOURS:

THE CURBELO
FAMILY
Living the small town life – in the big city
By Eliza Barlow
Photography Curtis Comeau

S

arah Curbelo grew up in a small
town. Her husband, Richie, is from
the mother of all metropolises –
New York City. But they’ve
found the perfect intersection of those
two vastly different ways of life in the
southwest Edmonton neighbourhood
of Creekwood Chappelle, where they’ve
made their home since 2012.
“It’s a good combination of both,” Sarah
says. “It’s not too small, and it’s not too big.”
Driving to their home from busier
areas of Edmonton feels like driving
out to a smaller community, she says.
“It feels like a small town inside
of a city. When you go out at night for
a walk, you can see the stars. You’re so
close to the farmers’ fields, and you’re
away from the bustle of the city.”
Parents to three daughters – Jaeda, 9,
Jazlyn, 6, and Everleigh, 3 – the Curbelos
appreciate the quiet of Creekwood, while
enjoying the proximity to the amenities
along 41 Avenue and in Windermere.
Richie is a high school teacher in Sherwood
Park, where the family lived before moving
to Creekwood, but his commute is relatively painless given the neighbourhood’s
handy access to Anthony Henday Drive.
Also, their home is only a
10-minute drive from the Edmonton
International Airport, which Richie
uses often to fly back and forth visiting
his family in the United States.
The Curbelos set up a Facebook group
to connect with their neighbours that

now has 1,100 members,
who post about anything
from lost cats to needing
help shovelling snow.
“It’s a great way to
connect with neighbours.
We like that sense of
community,” says Sarah.
Creekwood offers
plenty for the family to
do with their leisure time.
Going to the playground
down the street from their
home, going for walks on the
trails around the neighbourhood ponds and enjoying
their backyard and barbecue
on their deck are among
their favourite activities.
“It’s been exciting to
see the neighbourhood grow
since our family moved
there,” says Sarah, noting
that two town centrestyle shopping centres are
now under construction
in the community.
When they’re complete,
“you won’t even need to
leave to go anywhere,”
says Sarah. “Once you
come home, you can
come home to stay.”
Home to stay –
for the Curbelo family,
that’s Creekwood.

“It feels like a small town
inside of a city. When you
go out at night for a walk,
you can see the stars.”
- Sarah Curbelo
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CREEKWOOD CHAPPELLE
DUPLEXES
SHOWHOME COMING SOON
near 41 Ave SW and Chappelle Vista SW!

STARTING IN $300s
WEBSITE: www.happyplanethomes.com
E-MAIL: info@happyplanethomes.com
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BUILDER Q & A

Hillview
Master Builder

H

illview Master Builder, an Edmonton-based
custom home builder, is building unique,
exceptional homes that are unrivalled in quality.
Offering the best of both experience and innovative
spirit, this builder is delighted to create your dream
home in The Estates of West Heritage Valley in
Creekwood Collections.

Why did you choose to build
in The Estates of West Heritage
Valley in Creekwood Collections?
The Estates of West Heritage Valley is
a very beautiful area, surrounded by
nature and adjacent to an environmental
reserve while partially backing onto a
ravine. And Creekwood Collections has
such a strong community. We decided to
build here so we could build homes for
families so they could continue to live
in the area as their lifestyles evolve.

What range of home
designs do you offer?

We offer completely custom homes, anywhere from a two-storey family home to a
bungalow for empty-nesters and downsizers.
We want families to grow into the homes we
build for them and live there for 10-15 years.

Who are your homes built for?
We mostly build homes for those who
are moving on from their first home;
people who love the neighbourhood
but need their next home. We call them
“move-up” clients. They are usually
people who want to stay in the area
long-term and raise their family there.

What do you offer as part of
the “Hillview experience”?

We’re unique in the relationships we
have with our customers, from the sales
people to the superintendents. We have an
exceptional team and the customer gets
the best experience from day one. Building
a home is an emotional experience so we
want to make sure they’re comfortable all
the way through and offer as many options
as possible without overwhelming them,
all while keeping it affordable. We get to
know our clients so well during the process,
we’re able to add personalized details.
For example, one of our customers was
a big Game of Thrones fan who asked
for a secret room so he could have a
private space to read his books. We built a
specialty shelving unit that opens a door
to a secret room that he could get away
to, just by pulling on one of the books in
the unit. It was something unique that
he wanted and we made it happen.

What should someone
who purchases one of
your homes expect?

We offer a complete hands-on approach.
We start by designing a custom plan, either
by taking an existing plan that we have
and making some tweaks or by starting
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Customize your
entire home, from
your floor plan to
your finishings.

completely from scratch.
We talk about what the
end-game is to get a feel for
the customer’s lifestyle and
adapt the plan accordingly.
Once the plans are finalized
and through the architecturals, we have a detailed
construction meeting and
review the plans, room by
room. Everything is the
customer’s choice. We have
awesome customers and
our goal is to keep them
happy and build them their
custom dream home.

What can you tell
readers about your
company’s history?

It’s a family-run company
to start with – those values
are still there. We have
customers that come in
saying they dealt with Bob
[one of the original owners]
30 years ago. The company
started as a small custom
home builder but has
grown and was revitalized
by bringing in a modern
flair to our designs.

What type of
initiatives, charities
or local organizations
does Hillview support
in Edmonton? Why?
We support Crohns
& Colitis Canada and
100 Women Who Care
Edmonton, and are now
working on a lottery home
for Caritas DreamLife
Lottery which will be open
to the public in mid-July.
Giving back is pretty
important to us. At the
end of the day, it’s what
we can do for the charity,
not what it does for us.

THE ESTATES OF
WEST HERITAGE VALLEY
Showhome open
4691 Chegwin Wynd SW, Edmonton, AB
HillviewMasterBuilder.com
Showhome in Creekwood Collections not pictured

“The quality you see in a
showhome is the same as
what we sell. We guarantee it.”
- Nathan Drennan, Sales Manager
and Partner, Hillview Master Builder
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In the ‘Hood
Who: Family Day Frolic
What: A family-focused community building event,
this year’s Family Day Frolic boasted a horse-drawn
sleigh, hot chocolate station, adventure bus, cabane
à sucre (maple taffy), outdoor hockey shooting
gallery, complimentary food and hosted showhomes
in Creekwood and Creekwood Collections.
When: Sunday, February 18, 2018
Where: Nearby park spaces and showhome parades
in Creekwood and Creekwood Collections
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LUXURY LIVING AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

SHOWHOME NOW OPEN
VISIT 8237 CHAPPELLE WAY OR CALL 780.757.3566

CITYHOMESMB.CA
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F O L L O W U S AT:

@ S O U T H G AT E C E N T R E

